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Abstract
For testing of sequential software it is usually sufficient to provide the same input (and program state) in order to reproduce the output. For
real-time systems (RTS), on the other hand, we need also to control, or observe, the timing and order of the inputs. If the system additionally
is multitasking, we also need to take timing and the concurrency of the executing tasks into account.
In this paper we present a method for deterministic testing of multitasking RTS, which allows explorative investigations of real-time
system behavior. The method includes an analysis technique that given a set of tasks and a schedule derives all execution orderings that can
occur during run-time. These orderings correspond to the possible inter-leavings of the executing tasks. The method also includes a testing
strategy that using the derived execution orderings can achieve deterministic, and even reproducible, testing of RTS. Since, each execution
ordering can be regarded as a sequential program, it becomes possible to use techniques for testing of sequential software in testing
multitasking real-time system software. We also show how this analysis and testing strategy can be extended to encompass distributed
computations, communication latencies and the effects of global clock synchronization. The number of execution orderings is an objective
measure of the testability of a system since it indicates how many behaviors the system can exhibit during runtime. In the pursuit of finding
errors we must thus cover all these execution orderings. The fewer the orderings the better the testability. 䉷 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
Keywords: Determinism; Testing; Distributed real-time systems; Reproducibility

1. Introduction
In this paper we will present a novel method for the
integration testing of multitasking real-time systems
(RTS) and distributed real-time systems (DRTS). This
method achieves deterministic testing of RTS and DRTS
by accounting for the effects of scheduling, jitter in RTS,
and the inherent parallelism of DRTS applications.
A real-time system is by definition correct if it performs
the correct function at the correct time. Using real-time
scheduling theory we can provide guarantees that each
task in the system will meet its timing requirements
[1,13,27], given that the basic assumptions, e.g. task execution times and periodicity, are not violated at run-time.
However, scheduling theory does not give any guarantees
for the functional behavior of the system, i.e. that the
computed values are correct. To assess the functional
correctness other types of analysis are required. One possibility, although still immature, is to use formal methods to
verify certain functional and temporal properties of a model
of the system. The formally verified properties are then
* Corresponding author. Tel.: ⫹46-21-101300; fax: ⫹46-21-101544.
E-mail address: hte@mdh.se (H. Thane).

guaranteed to hold in the real system, as long as the
model assumptions are not violated. When it comes to validating the underlying assumptions (e.g. execution times,
synchronization order and the correspondence between
specification and implemented code) we must use dynamic
verification techniques which explore and investigate the
run-time behavior of the real system. Testing [16] is the
most commonly used technique, and is also the state-ofpractice in functional verification.
Reproducible and deterministic testing of sequential
programs can be achieved by controlling the sequence of
inputs and the start conditions [14]. That is, given the same
initial state and inputs, the sequential program will deterministically produce the same output on repeated executions,
even in the presence of systematic faults [15]. Reproducibility is essential when performing regression testing or
cyclic debugging, where the same test cases are run repeatedly with the intent to validate that either an error correction
had the desired effect, or simply to make it possible to find
the error when a failure has been observed [12]. However,
trying to directly apply test techniques for sequential
programs on DRTS is bound to lead to non-determinism
and non-reproducibility, because control is only forced on
the inputs, disregarding the significance of order and timing
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Fig. 1. Three different execution order scenarios.

of the executing and communicating tasks. Any intrusive
observation of a distributed real-time system will, in addition, incur a temporal probe-effect [6,18] that subsequently
will affect the temporal and functional behavior of the
system.
The main contribution of this paper is a method for
achieving deterministic testing of DRTS. We will specifically address task sets with recurring release patterns,
executing in a distributed system where the scheduling on
each node is handled by a priority driven preemptive scheduler. This includes statically scheduled systems that are
subject to preemption [17,27], as well as strictly periodic
fixed priority systems [1,13]. The method aims at transforming the non-deterministic DRTS testing problem into a set of
deterministic sequential program testing problems. This is
achieved by deriving all the possible execution orderings of
the distributed real-time system and regarding each of them
as a sequential program. A formal definition of what actually constitutes an execution order scenario will be given
later in the paper. The following small example presents the
underlying intuition:
Consider Fig. 1a, which depicts the execution of the tasks A,
B and C during one instant of the repetitive pattern of executions dictated by an off-line generated static schedule, of
length equal to the Least Common Multiple (LCM) of the
task period times. The tasks have fixed execution times, i.e.
the worst and best-case execution times coincide (WCETi 
BCETi, for i 僆 {A,B,C}). A task with later release time is
assigned higher priority. These non-varying execution times
have the effect of only yielding one possible execution
scenario during the LCM, as depicted in Fig. 1a. However, if
e.g. task A would have a minimum execution time of 2
BCETA  2; WCETA  6 we would get three possible
execution scenarios, as depicted in Fig. 1a–c. In addition to
the execution order scenario in Fig. 1a, there are now possibilities for A to complete before C is released (Fig. 1b), and for A
to complete before B is released (Fig. 1c).
Given that these different scenarios yield different system
behaviors for the same input, because of the order or timing
of the produced outputs, or because of unwanted side effects
via unspecified interfaces (caused by bugs), we would, by
using regular testing techniques for sequential programs, get
non-deterministic results. For example, assume that all tasks
use a common resource X on which they carry out operations. Assume further that they receive input immediately
when starting, and deliver output at their termination.

We would then, for the different scenarios depicted in
Fig. 1a–c, get different results as follows:
• The scenario in Fig. 1a would give A(X), B(X) and
C(B(X)).
• The scenario in Fig. 1b would give A(X), B(X) and
C(A(X)).
• The scenario in Fig. 1c would give A(X), B(A(X)) and
C(B(A(X))).
Making use of the information that the real-time system
depends on the execution orderings of the involved tasks,
we can achieve deterministic testing, since for the same
input to the tasks and the same execution ordering, the
system will deliver the same output on repeated executions.
In order to address the scenario dependent behavior we
suggest the following testing strategy.
1. Identify all possible execution order scenarios for each
scheduled node in the system during a single instance of
the release pattern of tasks with duration T; typically
equal to the LCM of the period times of the involved
tasks.
2. Test the system using any regular testing technique of
choice, and monitor for each test case which execution
order scenario is run during [0,T], i.e. which, when and in
what order jobs are started, preempted and completed. By
jobs we mean single instances of the recurring tasks
during T.
3. Map test case and output onto the correct execution
ordering, based on observation.
4. Repeat 2–3 until the coverage sought is achieved.
The probe effect is avoided by making the probes part of the
design and then letting them remain in the target system
[24,25].
1.1. Contributions
In this paper we present a method for functional integration testing of multitasking RTS and DRTS: This method is
to our knowledge the first testing method to fully encompass
scheduling of DRTS. The main activities of the testing
method are to:
• identify the execution order scenarios for each node in a
distributed real-time system;
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• compose them into global execution order scenarios;
• make use of them when testing (the test strategy);
• reproduce the scenarios.
1.2. Paper outline
Section 2 presents our system model. Section 3
formalizes the concept of execution orderings and
presents the algorithm for identifying all the possible
execution orderings in a single node real-time system,
and then shows how the algorithm can be extended to
cover the DRTS. Section 4 suggests a testing strategy
for achieving deterministic and reproducible testing in
the context of the presented execution order analysis.
Section 5 elaborates on issues like jitter, complexity,
and testability. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude and
give some hints on future work.
2. The system model
Our system model consists of a distributed system
consisting of a set of nodes, which communicate via a
temporally predictable broadcast network, i.e. upper and
lower bounds on communication latencies are known or
can be calculated [8,26]. Each node is a self sufficient
computing element with CPU, memory, network access, a
local clock and I/O units for sampling and actuation of the
external system. We further assume the existence of a global
synchronized time base [5,9] with a known precision d ,
meaning that no two nodes in the system have local clocks
differing by more than d .
We assume that the software that runs on the distributed
system consists of a set of concurrent tasks, communicating
by message passing. Functionally related and cooperating
tasks, e.g. sample–calculate–actuate loops in control
systems, are defined as transactions. The relationship
between the cooperating tasks with respect to precedence
(execution order), interactions (data-flow), and a period
time typically define each transaction. The tasks are distributed over the nodes, typically with transactions that span
several nodes, and with more than one task on each node.
All synchronization is resolved before run-time and therefore no action is needed to enforce synchronization in the
actual program code. Different release times and priorities
guarantee mutual exclusion and precedence. The distributed
system is globally scheduled, which results in a set of
specific schedules for each node. At run-time we only
need to synchronize the local clocks to fulfill the global
schedule [8].
2.1. Task model
We assume a fairly general task model that includes
both preemptive scheduling of statically generated
schedules [27] and fixed priority scheduling of strictly
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periodic tasks [1,13]:
• The system contains a set of jobs J, i.e. invocations
of tasks, which are released in a time interval
[t,t ⫹ T MAX], where T MAX is typically equal to the Least
Common Multiple (LCM) of the involved tasks period
times, and t is an idle point within the time interval
[0, T MAX] where no job is executing. The existence of
such an idle point, t, simplifies the model since it
prevents temporal interference between successive
T MAX intervals. To simplify the presentation we will
henceforth assume an idle point at 0 for all participating
nodes.
• Each job j 僆 J has a release time rj, worst case execution
time (WCETj), best case execution time (BCETj), a deadline Dj and a priority pj. J represents one instance of a
recurring pattern of job executions with period T MAX, i.e.
job j will be released at time rj, rj ⫹ T MAX, rj ⫹ 2T MAX,
etc.
• The system is preemptive and jobs may have identical
release-times.
Related to the task model we assume that the tasks may have
functional and temporal side effects due to preemption,
message passing and shared memory. Furthermore, we
assume that data is sent at the termination of the sending
task (not during its execution), and that received data is
available when tasks start (and is made private in an atomic
first operation of the task) [4,10,23].
2.2. Fault hypothesis
Note that, although synchronization is resolved by the
off-line selection of release times and priorities, we cannot
dismiss unwanted synchronization side effects. The schedule design can be erroneous, or the assumptions about
the execution times might not be accurate due to poor
execution time estimates, or simply due to design and
coding errors.
Inter-task communication is restricted to the beginning
and end of task execution, and therefore we can regard
the interval of execution for tasks as atomic. With
respect to access to shared resources, such as shared
memory and I/O interfaces, the atomicity assumption is
only valid if synchronization and mutual exclusion can be
guaranteed.
Our fault hypothesis is that errors can only occur due to
erroneous outputs and inputs to jobs, and/or due to synchronization errors, i.e. jobs can only interfere via specified
interactions.
One way to guarantee the fault hypothesis in a shared
memory system is to make use of hardware memory protection schemes, or to during design eliminate or minimize
shared resources using wait-free and lock-free communication [3,11,23].
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3. Execution order analysis
In this section we present a method for identifying all the
possible orders of execution for sets of jobs conforming to
the task model introduced in Section 2. We will also show
how the model and analysis can be extended to accommodate interrupt interference and multiple nodes in a distributed system by considering clock-synchronization effects,
parallel executions, and varying communication latencies.
3.1. Execution orderings
In identifying the execution orderings of a job set we will
only consider the following major events of job executions:
• The start of execution of a job, i.e. when the first instruction of a job is executed. We will use S(J) to denote the
set of start points for the jobs in a job set J; S J 債 J ×
0; T MAX J 傼 {_}; that is S(J) is the set of triples (j1,
time,j2), where j2 is the (lower priority) job that is
preempted by the start of j1 at time, or possibly “_” if
no such job exists.
• The end of execution of a job, i.e. when the last instruction of a job is executed. We will use E(J) to denote the
set of end points (termination points) for jobs in a job set
J; E J 債 J × 0; T MAX J 傼 {_}; that is E(J) is a set of
triples (j1, time,j2), where j2 is the (lower priority) job that
resumes its execution at the termination of j1, or possibly
“_” if no such job exists.
We will now define an execution to be a sequence of job
starts and job terminations, using the additional notation that
• ev denotes an event, and Ev a set of events;
• ev.t denotes the time of the event ev;
• Ev\I denotes the set of events in Ev that occur in the time
interval I;
• Prec(Ev,t) is the event in Ev that occurred most recently
at time t (including an event that occurs at t);
• Nxt(Ev,t) denotes the next event in Ev after time t;
• First(Ev) and Last(Ev) denote the first and last event in
Ev, respectively.

Definition 1. An Execution of a job set J is a set of events
X 債 S J 傼 E J; such that
1. For each j 僆 J, there is exactly one start and termination
event in X, denoted s(j,X) and e(j,X), respectively, and
s(j,X) precedes e(j,X), i.e. s(j,X).t ⱕ e(j,X).t, where
s(j,X) 僆 S(J) and e(j,X) 僆 E(J).
2. For each (j1,t,j2) 僆 S(J), pj1 ⬎ pj2, i.e. jobs are only
preempted by higher priority jobs.
3. For each j 僆 J,s(j,X).t ⱖ rj, i.e. jobs may only start to
execute after being released.
4. After its release, the start of a job may only be delayed by

intervals of executions of higher priority jobs, i.e. using
the convention that X[j.t,j.t)  ⭋.For each job j 僆 J each
event ev 僆 X[Prec(X,rj).t,s(j,X).t) is either
◦ a start of the execution of a higher priority job, i.e.
ev  s j 0 ; X and pj 0 ⬎ pj ;
◦ a job termination, at which a higher priority job
resumes its execution, i.e. ev  j 0 ; t; j 00 ; where
pj 00 ⬎ pj
5. The sum of execution intervals of a job j 僆 J is in the
range [BCET(j), WCET(j)], i.e.
X
BCET j ⱕ
ev僆{s j;X} 傼 { j 0 ;t;j兩 j 0 ;t;j僆E J}

 Nxt X; ev:t:t ⫺ ev:t ⱕ WCET j
That is, we are summing up the intervals in which jstarts
or resumes its execution.

We will use EXt(J) to denote the set of timed executions
of the job set J. Intuitively, EXt(J) denotes the set of possible
executions of the job set J within [0,T MAX]. Assuming a
dense time domain EXt(J) is only finite if BCET(j) 
WCET(j) for all j 僆 J. However, if we disregard the exact
timing of events and only consider the ordering of events we
obtain a finite set of execution orderings for any finite job set
J.
Using ev{x/t} to denote an event ev with the time element
t replaced by the undefined element x, we can formally
define the set of execution orderings EX(J) as follows.
Definition 2. The set of Execution orderings EX(J) of a
job set J is the set of sequences of events such that ev0{x/t},
ev1{x/t},…,evk{x/t} 僆 EX(J) iff there exists an X 僆 EXt(J)
such that
• First(X)  ev0.
• Last(X)  evk.
• For any j 僆 [0…(k ⫺ 1)]: Nxt(X,evj.t)  evj⫹1.
Intuitively, EX(J) is constructed by extracting one representative of each set of equivalent execution orderings in
EXt(J), i.e. using a quotient construction EX(J) 
EXt(J)\ ⬃ , where ⬃ is the equivalence induced by considering executions with identical event orderings to be
equivalent. This corresponds to our fault hypothesis, with
the overhead of keeping track of preemptions and resumptions, although not exactly where in the program code they
occur. This overhead means that we can capture more than
what our fault hypothesis is supposed to capture. We could
thus reduce the number of execution orderings further if
we define EX(J)  EXt(J)\ ⬇ , where ⬇ is the equivalence induced by considering executions with identical
job start and job stop orderings to be equivalent. In the
process of deriving all the possible execution orderings
we need however to keep track of all preemptions, i.e.
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[α, β)
A

Fig. 4. A job annotated with its possible execution and start time.

Fig. 2. A transition.

EXt(J)\ ⬃ , but after having derived this set we can reduce
it to EXt(J)\ ⬇ . Even further reductions could be of interest, for instance to only consider orderings among tasks
that are functionally related, e.g. by sharing data.
In the remainder we will use the terms execution scenario
and execution ordering interchangeably.
3.2. Calculating EX(J)
This section outlines a method to calculate the set of
execution orderings EX(J) for a set of jobs J, complying
with Definition 2. We will later (in Section 3.3) present an
algorithm that performs this calculation. In essence, our
approach is to make a reachability analysis by simulating
the behavior during one [0,T MAX] period for the job set J.
The algorithm we are going to present generates, for a
given schedule, an Execution Order Graph (EOG), which is
a finite tree for which the set of possible paths from the root
contains all possible execution scenarios.
But before delving into the algorithm we describe the
elements of an EOG. Formally, an EOG is a pair 具N,A典,
where
• N is a set of nodes, each node being labeled with a job and
a continuous time interval, i.e. for a job set J: N 債
J 傼 {“_”} × I(T MAX), where {“_”} is used to denote a
node where no job is executing and I(T MAX) is the set
of continuous intervals in [0,T MAX].
• A is the set of edges (directed arcs; transitions) from one
node to another node, labeled with a continuous time
interval, i.e. for a set of jobs J: A 債 N × I(T MAX) × N.
Intuitively, an edge, corresponds to the transition (taskswitch) from one job to another. The edge is annotated
with a continuous interval of when the transition can take
place, as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3.
The interval of possible start times [a 0 ,b 0 ) for job B, in
Fig. 4, is defined by:
a 0  MAX a; rA  ⫹ BCETA

(3.1)

b 0  MAX b; rA  ⫹ WCETA

The MAX functions are necessary because the calculated

[a, b)

[a’, b’)
A

B

Fig. 3. Two transitions, one to job A and one from job A to job B.

start times a and b can be earlier than the scheduled release
of the job A.
A node represents a job annotated with a continuous
interval of its possible execution, as depicted in Fig. 4.
We define the interval of execution, [a ,b ) by:

a  MAX a; rA 

(3.2)

b  MAX b; rA  ⫹ WCETA
That is, the interval, [a ,b ), specifies the interval in which
job A can be preempted.
From each node in the execution ordering graph there can
be one or more transitions, representing one of the four
different situations.
1. The job is the last job scheduled in this branch of the tree.
In this case the transition is labeled with the interval of
finishing times for the node, and has the empty job “_” as
destination node, as exemplified in Fig. 5.
2. The job has a WCET such that it definitely completes
before the release of any higher priority job. In this case
we have two situations:
(a) Normal situation. One single outgoing transition
labeled with the interval of finishing times for the
job, [a 0 , b 0 ). Exemplified by (1) in Fig. 5.
(b) Special case. If a higher priority job is immediately
succeeding at [b 0 ,b 0 ] while b 0 ⬎ a 0 , and there are lower
priority jobs ready, or made ready during [a ,b ) then
we have two possible transitions: One branch labeled
with the interval of finishing times [a 0 ,b 0 ) representing
the immediate succession of a lower priority job, and
one labeled [b 0 ,b 0 ) representing the completion immediately before the release of the higher priority job.
Exemplified by (2) in Fig. 5.
3. The job has a BCET such that it definitely is preempted
by another job. In this case there is a single outgoing
transition labeled with the preemption time t, expressed
by the interval [t,t], as exemplified by (3) in Fig. 5.
4. The job has a BCET and WCET such that it may either
complete or be preempted before any preempting job is
released. In this case there can be two or three possible
outgoing edges depending on if there are any lower priority jobs ready. One branch representing the preemption,
labeled with the preemption time [t,t], and depending on
if there are any lower priority jobs ready for execution we
have two more transition situations:
(a) No jobs ready. Then there is one branch labeled
[a 0 ,t) representing the possible completion prior to the
release of the higher priority job. Exemplified by (4) in
Fig. 5.
(b) Lower priority jobs ready. If b ⬎ a then there is
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one branch labeled [a 0 , t) representing the immediate
succession of a lower priority job, and one labeled
[t,t) representing the completion immediately before
the release of the preempting job. Exemplified by (5)
in Fig. 5.

EOG. Essentially, the algorithm simulates the behavior
of a strictly periodic fixed priority preemptive real-time
kernel, complying with the previously defined task
model and EOG primitives. In defining the algorithm
we use the following auxiliary functions and data structures:

Example 3. Fig. 5 gives an example of an EOG, using the
above notation and the attributes in Table 1. In Fig. 5, all
paths from the root node to the “_” nodes correspond to the
possible execution order scenarios during one instance of
the recurring release pattern.

1. rdy — the set of jobs ready to execute.
2. Next_release(I) — returns the earliest release time of
a job j 僆 Jwithin the interval I. If no such job exists
then ∞ is returned. We will also use I.l and I.r to
denote the extremes of I.
3. P(t) — returns the highest priority of the jobs that
are released at time t. Returns ⫺1 if t  ∞.
4. Make_ready(t,rdy) — adds all jobs that are released
at time t to rdy. Returns ⭋ if t  ∞, else the set.

3.3. The EOG algorithm
We will now define an algorithm for generating the

5

3

2

4

1

Fig. 5. The resulting execution order graph for the job set in Table 1.
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5. X(rdy) extracts the job with highest priority in
rdy.
6. Arc(n,I,n 0 ) creates an edge from node n to node n 0 and
labels it with the time interval I.

7. Make_node(j,XI) creates a node and labels it with the
execution interval XI and the id of job j.
The execution order graph for a set of jobs J is generated by

// n- previous node, rdy- set of ready jobs, RI – release interval, SI – the considered interval.
Eog(n, rdy, RI, SI)
{
//When is the next job(s) released?
t = Next_release ( SI )
if ( rdy = ∅)
rdy = Make_ready( t, rdy )
if ( rdy ≠ ∅)
Eog ( n , rdy, RI, (t,SI.r] )
else
Arc(n,
RI, _ )
else
//Extract the highest priority job in rdy.
T
= X( rdy )
[ α, β) = [ max( r T, RI.l ), max ( r T, RI.l )+ WCET
T)
= α + BCETT
a’
b’
= β
n’
= Make_node (T, [ α, β) ) Arc (n, RI, n’)
// Add all lower priority jobs that are released before
T’s termination, or before a high priority job is preempting T.
while (( t < β) ∧ ( P( t ) < p T))
rdy
= Make_ready( t, rdy )
t
= Next_releas e(( t, SI.r ])
// Does the next scheduled job preempt T?
if (( p T < P(t) ) ∧ ( t < β ))
// Can T complete prior to the release of the next job at t?
if ( t > a’ )
Eog ( n’, rdy, [a’,t), [t,SI.r] )
if(rdy
≠ ∅)
Eog( n’ ,Make_ready ( t,rdy ), [ t,t ),( t,SI.r] )
else

if

(t
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= a’ )
Eog( n’ , Make_ready( t,

rdy ),

[ t,t ),

( t,SI.r] )

//Add all jobs that are released at time t.
rdy = Make_ready( t, rdy )
//Best and worst case execution prior to preemption?
BCETT = max( BCETT - ( t –(max( r T, RI.l )),0)
WCET
T = max( WCET
T - ( t –(max( r T, RI.r )),0)
Eog( n’, rdy + {T}, [t,t], (t,SI.r] )
// No preemption
else
if (t = ∞) //Have we come to the end of the simulation?
[ ∞, ∞] ) //Yes, no more jobs to execute
Eog( n’, rdy, [a’,b’),
else // More jobs to execute
//Is there a possibility for a high priority job to succeed immediately,
while low priority jobs are ready?
if(rdy ≠ ∅ ∧ t = β) //Yes, make one branch for this transition
Eog( n’ , Make_ready( t, rdy ), [ t,t ), ( t,SI.r] )
if(a’ ≠ b’) //And one branch for the low priority job
else Eog( n’ , rdy , [ a’ , b’ ), [ t , SI.r ))
// The regular succession of the next job (low or high priority)
else Eog( n’ , rdy , [ a’ , b’ ), [ t , SI.r ))
} // End

Fig. 6. The execution order graph algorithm.
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a call Eog(ROOT, { }, [0,0], [0,T MAX]) to the function given
in Fig. 6, i.e. with a root node, an empty ready set, the initial
release interval [0,0], and the considered interval [0,T MAX]
as input parameters.
δ
BCET
Tick

5
BCET

Tick

5
BCET

Tick

5

Slow

Normal

Fast

Fig. 7. The effects of the global clock synchronization on the perceived
BCET according to the local tick.

Table 1
A job set for a schedule with a LCM of 400 ms
Task

r

p

WCET

BCET

A
B
C
A
A
A
D

0
40
40
100
200
300
350

4
3
2
4
4
4
1

39
121
59
39
39
39
20

9
39
49
9
9
9
9

3.4. GEX — the Global EOG
In a distributed system with multiple processing units
(and schedules) we generate one EOG for each processing
unit (node). From these, a global EOG describing all globally possible execution orderings can be constructed. In the
case of perfectly synchronized clocks this essentially
amounts to deriving the set of all possible combinations of
the scenarios in the individual EOGs. In other cases, we first
need to introduce the timing uncertainties caused by the
non-perfectly synchronized clocks in the individual EOGs.
Since the progress of local time on each node keeps on
speeding up, and slowing down due to the global clock
synchronization, the inter-arrival time of the clock ticks
vary. The effect is such that for an external observer with
a perfect clock the start times and completion times change,
as the global clock synchronization algorithm adjusts the

[0, 300)

[0, 0]

[100, 300)

[300, 600)

A

[400, 600)

B

Fig. 8. The execution ordering for the job set in Table 2 without compensating for the precision of the clock synchronization.

speed of the local clocks to keep them within specified
limits. Locally in a node, where all events are related to
the local clock tick, the effect will manifest itself as a differential in the actual BCET and WCET from the estimated
values. As the inter-arrival time between ticks increases, the
BCET will decrease because of the possibility to execute
more machine code instructions due to the longer duration
between two consecutive ticks (see Fig. 7). Likewise the
WCET increases due to the decrease in the inter-arrival
time of ticks.
When scheduling the distributed real-time system it is
essential to accommodate for the clock synchronization
effects by time-wise separating the completion times of
preceding, or mutually exclusive, tasks from the release
time of a succeeding task with a factor d , corresponding
to the precision of the global time base.
When deriving the execution orderings we need thus
change the estimations of the BCET and WCET:
BCETnew  MAX BCET ⫺ d=2ⴱ K BCET; 0

3:3

WCETnew  WCET ⫹ d=2ⴱ K WCET

3:4

Where the function K( ) is derived from the clock synchronization control loop implementation, and where the argument states how much of the clock synchronization interval
is under consideration. The K( ) function substantially
increases the precision, since it would be overly pessimistic
to add, or subtract, d /2 when it is possible that the BCET and
WCET will only be fractions of the synchronization interval.
As an illustration, compare the non-adjusted task set in
Table 2 and its EOG in Fig. 8 with the corresponding
adjusted task set and EOG in Table 3, and Fig. 9.
3.5. Calculating GEX
In testing the behavior of a distributed system we must
consider the joint execution of a set of local schedules, one
on each node. Typically these schedules are of equal length
as a result of the global scheduling. However, if they are not,
we have to extend each of them by multiples until they equal
the global LCM of all task periods in the distributed system.

Table 2
The non-adjusted job set for a node in a DRTS, with a clock synchronization precision of d  4

Table 3
The adjusted job set for a node in a DRTS, with a clock synchronization
precision of d  4; and K x  x

Task

r

p

BCET

WCET

Task

r

p

BCET

WCET

A
B

0
300

1
2

100
100

300
300

A
B

0
300

1
2

98
98

302
302
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[300, 602)
[0, 0]

[0, 302)

B

[98, 300)

A

[300, 300]

[300, 602)
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[398, 602)

[398, 602)

[398, 602)

B

[398, 604)

A

Fig. 9. The execution ordering ordering for the job set in Table 3 where the precision of the clock synchronization has been accounted for.

with corresponding schedules (job sets) J1 and J2, and
derived execution orderings of the schedules EX J1 
{q1; q2; q3} and EX J2  {p1; p2}; as illustrated in
Fig. 10. Also assume that task C is a calculating task in a
control application, using sampled values provided by tasks
A, B, and E. Assume further that task G is another calculating task using values received from tasks A, and E. Tasks
Cand G receives all inputs immediately at their respective
task starts, and tasks A, B, E all deliver outputs immediately
prior to their termination. The resulting set GEX, is then
equal to {(q1,p1), (q1,p2), (q2,p1), (q2,p2), (q3,p1),
(q3,p2)}.

The next step is to generate EOGs for each node where
the effects of global clock synchronization have been
accommodated for, as presented above. From these local
EOGs we can then calculate the set of global execution
order scenarios, GEX, which essentially is defined by the
product of the individual sets of execution orderings on each
node. That is, a set of tuples, GEX  EX(node1) × · ··
EX(noden), consisting of all possible combinations of the
local execution orderings. This set is however not complete,
as illustrated by the following example.
Example 4.

Assume that we have two nodes, N1 and N2,

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

4

q2

q1

q3

p1

2

3

4

p2
Fig. 10. The execution orderings for two nodes. The possible global execution orderings are the possible combinations of the individual orderings for the
precision of the clock synchronization.
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The set GEX  {(q1,p1), (q1,p2), (q2,p1), (q2,p2),
(q3,p1), (q3,p2)}, is however not complete. Analyzing the
data dependencies between task C on node N1 and task E on
node N2, we see that task C can receive data from different
instances of task E. The same goes for task G, on node N2,
with respect to task A, on node N1.
For example, during the global scenario (q1,p1), task C has
a varying start time of [80,100) and within that interval task
instance E3, has a completion interval of [85,90]. This means,
if we assume communication latencies in the interval [3,6],
that task C can receive data from task instance E2 or E3. In order
to differentiate between these scenarios we should therefore
substitute the global ordering (q1,p1) with the set (q1:C(E2),
p1) and (q1:C(E3), p1); where ‘(q1:C(E2), p1)’ means that
during scenario (q1,p1), task C receives data from task E,
and that the originating instance of task E is of significance.
For task G, assuming the same communication latencies, this
means that it can receive data from task instance A0 or A1, yielding a new set of scenarios, e.g. scenario (q1,p1) is substituted
with (q1,p1:G(A0)) and (q1,p1:G(A1)). These transformations
necessitates that we, in addition to recording the execution
orderings during runtime, need to tag all data such that
we can differentiate between different instances, corresponding to different originators. From the viewpoint of
node N1 the transformed set would look like:
{(q1:C(E2), p1), (q1:C(E3), p1), (q1:C(E2), p2),
(q1:C(E3), p2), (q2:C(E3), p1), (q2:C(E4), p1),
(q2:C(E3), p2), (q2:C(E4), p2), (q3:C(E3), p1),
(q3:C(E4), p1), (q3:C(E3), p2), (q3:C(E4), p2)}.
From the viewpoint of node N2 the transformed set
would look like:
{(q1, p1:G(A0)), (q1, p1:G(A1)), (q1, p2:G(A0)),
(q1, p2:G(A1)), (q2, p1:G(A0)), (q2, p1:G(A1)),
(q2, p2:G(A0)), (q2, p2:G(A1)), (q3, p1:G(A0)),
(q3, p1:G(A1)), (q3, p2:G(A0)), (q3, p2:G(A1))}.
That is, the new transformed execution orderings are:
• EX(J1)  {q1:C(E2), q1:C(E3), q2:C(E3), q2:C(E4),
q3:C(E3), q3:C(E4)},
• EX(J2)  {p1:G(A0), p1:G(A1), p2:G(A0), p2:G(A1)}.
The new
becomes:

transformed

set

GEX  EX(J1) × EX(J2)

{(q1:C(E2), p1:G(A0)), (q1:C(E3), p1:G(A0)),
(q1:C(E2), p2:G(A0)), (q1:C(E3), p2:G(A0)),
(q2:C(E3), p1:G(A0)), (q2:C(E4), p1:G(A0)),
(q2:C(E3), p2:G(A0)), (q2:C(E4), p2:G(A0)),
(q3:C(E3), p1:G(A0)), (q3:C(E4), p1:G(A0)),
(q3:C(E3), p2:G(A0)), (q3:C(E4), p2:G(A0)),
(q1:C(E2), p1:G(A1)), (q1:C(E3), p1:G(A1)),
(q1:C(E2), p2:G(A1)), (q1:C(E3), p2:G(A1)),
(q2:C(E3), p1:G(A1)), (q2:C(E4), p1:G(A1)),

(q2:C(E3), p2:G(A1)), (q2:C(E4), p2:G(A1)),
(q3:C(E3), p1:G(A1)), (q3:C(E4), p1:G(A1)),
(q3:C(E3), p2:G(A1)), (q3:C(E4), p2:G(A1)}.

3.5.1. GEX data dependency transformation
We will now more formally define these transformations.
Assume the following auxiliary functions:
• Start(j), returns the interval of start times for job j, (task
instance).
• Finish(j), returns the interval of finishing times for job j.
• ComLatency(i, j), returns the communication latency
interval for data sent by job i to job j.
• Precede(j), returns the immediately preceding instance of
the same task as job j. Note that this may be a job from
the previous LCM.

3.5.1.1. Data dependency transformation definition. We
transform the local execution orderings, EX(node), with
respect to the set of global execution orderings,
GEX  EX(node1) × · ·· × EX(noden):
1. For each tuple l 僆 GEX.
2. For each ordering x 僆 EX(n), where x is an element
in tuple l, and where K(x) is the set of jobs in x
consuming data originating from the set of jobs,
P, belonging to the other execution ordering
elements of l.
3. For each job j 僆 K(x).
4. For each subset Pt 債 P representing different
instances of the same task producing data for
job j.
5. Let Q be the set of jobs in Pt with finishing
times ⫹ communication delays, in the start
time interval of job j, i.e. Q  {u|start(j) 傽
(Finish(u) ⫹ ComLatency(u,j)) 苷 ⭋} The
elements in the set can be ordered by
earliest finishing time. We use q to denote
the earliest job in Q.
6. If Q 苷 ⭋ substitute x.That is, EX n 
EX n\x ⫹ x : j Precede q ⫹ ᭙u 僆 Qjx :
j u:
7. Substitute all x:j(y) 僆 EX(n) where j 僆 K(x) and
y 僆 P such that we for the scenario x, construct a
substitute of all possible combinations of
{x:j(ym), x:j 0 (y 0 m 0 ),…,x:j 00 (y 00 m 00 )} 債 EX(n) for
consuming jobs, {j,…,j 00 } 債 K(x) not belonging
to the same task instance, i.e. combinations
x:j(ym):j 0 (y 0 m 0 ):· ··:j 00 (y 00 m 00 ) in order of start time
for jobs consuming data produced by jobs
{ym,…,y 00 m 00 } 債 P.
8. New transformed GEX  EX(node1) × ··· × EX(noden)
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Fig. 11. The test strategy and testing procedure. The numbers signify the different execution orderings, and the bars the achieved coverage for each ordering.

Example 5. Assume the same system as in Example 4,
where the initial GEX  {(q1,p1), (q1,p2), (q2,p1), (q2,p2),
(q3,p1), (q3,p2)}.
The first tuple would be l  (q1,p1), the consuming task
set in scenario q1 would be K(q1)  {C}, the producing set
of jobs for K(q1) would be Pt  P  {Eold,E1, E2, E3, E4},
and the set of jobs Q that has a chance of producing data for
the sole job in K(q1), C, is Q  {E2,E3}. We thus substitute
q1 with q1:C(E2) and q1:C(E3). Likewise we can transform all sets:
EX(J1)  {q1:C(E2), q1:C(E3), q2:C(E3), q2:C(E4),
q3:C(E3), q3:C(E4)}.
EX(J2)  {p1:G(A0), p1:G(A1), p2:G(A0), p2:G(A1)}.
The transformed global execution ordering set GEX equals
the final set described in Example 4.

• A feasible global schedule, including probes that will
remain in the target system in order to eliminate the
probe effect (as discussed in Section 1).
• Kernel-probes on each node that monitors task-switches.
This information is sent to dedicated tasks (probe-tasks)
that identify execution orderings from the task-switch
information and correlate it to run test cases [25].
• A set of in-line probes that instrument tasks, as well as
probe-nodes, which output and collect significant information to determine if a test run was successful or not.
This also includes auxiliary outputs of tasks’ state if they
keep state between invocations [25].
• All probes are left in the target system in order to avoid
the probe-effect.
• Control over, or at least a possibility to observe, the input
data to the system with regard to contents, order, and
timing [25].
4.2. Test strategy

4. The testing procedure
We will now outline a method for deterministic integration testing of DRTS, based on the identification of execution orderings, as presented above. If we are only interested
in addressing failures that tasks can experience in solitude
we could make use of regular unit testing [2], and regard
each task as a sequential program. However, if we want to
take into account the effects that the tasks may have on each
other, we need to do integration testing. In any case, we
assume that some method for testing of sequential programs
is used.
4.1. Assumptions
In order to perform integration testing of DRTS we
require the following:

The test strategy is illustrated in Fig. 11 and consists of
the following steps:
1. Identify the set of execution orderings by performing
execution order analysis for the schedule on each node.
This includes compensation for the global clock synchronization jitter, and the global LCM, as introduced in
Section 3.4.
2. Test the system using any testing technique of choice,
and monitor for each test case and node, which execution
ordering is run during the interval [0,T MAX]. Where T MAX
typically equals the global LCM in the distributed realtime system case.
3. Map the test case and output onto the correct execution
ordering, based on observation.
4. Repeat 2–3 until required coverage is achieved.
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q1

q2

q3

p
p1

p2

Required
coverage

Ordering

(q1,p1)

(q1,p2)

(q2,p1) (q2,p2) (q3,p1) (q3,p2)

Fig. 12. The test strategy and testing procedure for a DRTS. The orderings represent the different combinations of the local execution orderings. The bars
represent the achieved for each global execution ordering.

4.3. Coverage
In order to establish a certain level of confidence in
the correctness of a system, we need to define coverage
criteria, i.e. criteria on how much testing is required.
This is typically defined in terms of the fraction of
program paths tested [7,28]; paths, which in the multitasking/distributed scenarios we consider, are defined by
the execution order graphs. The derived execution
orderings also provide means for detecting violations
of basic assumptions during testing, e.g. the execution
of a scenario not defined by the EOG may be caused by
an exceeded worst case execution time.
Complete coverage for a single node is defined by the
traversal of all possible execution order scenarios, as illustrated in Fig. 12. The coverage criteria for each scenario is
however defined by the sequential testing method applied.
Complete coverage for the distributed system would
naively be all combinations of all local execution order
scenarios (as introduced in Section 3.4). Depending on the
design, many of the combinations would however be infea-

sible due to data dependencies, with the consequence that a
certain scenario on one node always gives a specific
scenario on another node. Reductions could thus be possible
by taking these factors into account. Other reductions could
also be facilitated by limiting the scope of the tests, e.g. the
entire system, multiple transactions (running over several
nodes), single transactions (running over several nodes),
multiple transactions (single node), single transactions
(single node) or parts of transactions. These issues are
however outside the scope of this article, but will definitely
be considered in future work. It should also be noted that the
correspondence between observations on each node will be
limited by the granularity of the global time base, i.e. the
globally observable state can at best have a granularity of
2d , defined by the precision of the clock synchronization
[24,25].
4.4. Reproducibility
To facilitate reproducible testing we must identify which
execution orderings, or parts of execution orderings that can
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[BBCET, BWCET]:
(1) [39,60)
(2) [60,60]
(3) [121,121]
(4) (60,121)
(5) (60,121)
5. Other issues
We will now outline some specifics of the execution order
analysis with respect to jitter, scheduling, testability, and
complexity.
5.1. Jitter
In defining the EOG, and in the presented algorithms, we
take the effects of several different types of jitter into
account:
• Execution time jitter, i.e. the difference between WCET
and BCET of a job.
• Start jitter, i.e. the inherited and accumulated jitter due to
execution time jitter of preceding higher priority jobs.
• Clock synchronization jitter, i.e. the local clocks keep on
speeding up, and down, trying to comply with the global
time base, leading to varying inter-arrival times between
clock ticks.
• Communication latency jitter, i.e. the varying data transmission times of data passed between nodes in a DRTS,
due to arbitration, propagation, etc.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

Fig. 13. The resulting execution order scenarios for the job set in Table 1.

be enforced without introducing any probe effect [21]. From
the perspective of a single transaction, this can be achieved
by controlling the execution times of preceding and
preempting jobs that belong to other transactions. This of
course only works in its entirety under our fault hypothesis,
which assumes that the jobs have no unwanted functional
side effects via unspecified interfaces, otherwise we could
miss such errors. Control over the execution times in other
transactions can easily be achieved by incorporating delays
in the jobs, or running dummies, as long as they stay within
each job’s execution time range [BCET, WCET].
For example, consider Fig. 13, and assume that task C and
A belong to one transaction, and tasks B, D to another transaction. Assume that task C uses the last five samples
provided by task A. With respect to tasks A and C we can
reproduce the different scenarios by running a dummy in
place of task B. By varying the execution time of the dummy
we can enforce the different scenarios.

Since any reduction of the jitter reduces the preemption and
release intervals, the preemption ‘hit’ windows decrease and
consequently the number of execution order scenarios
decreases. Suggested actions for reducing jitter is to have
fixed release times, or to force each job to always maximize
its execution time, e.g. by inserting (padding) ‘no operation’
instructions where needed.
Even if the BCET  WCET for all tasks there will still be
jitter if interrupts are interfering [20,25]. Considering the
hypothetical situation that we had no jitter what so ever
on the nodes locally, then there could still be plenty of
different execution orderings if the communication medium
contributed to communication latency jitter.
In general, RTS with tighter execution time estimates and
WCET ⬇ BCET, as well as low communication latency
jitter, and better precision of the clock synchronization
yield fewer execution orderings than systems with larger
jitter.
5.2. Start times and completion times
An interesting property of the EOG is that we can easily
find the best and worst case completion-times for any job.
We can also identify the best and worst case start times of
jobs, i.e. the actual start times of jobs not their release times
as dictated by the schedule. For identification of the completion times we only have to search the EOG for the smallest
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and largest finishing times for all terminated jobs. The
response time jitter (the difference between the maximum
and minimum response times for a job) can also be quantified both globally for the entire graph and locally for each
path, as well as for each job during a LCM cycle. The same
goes for start times of jobs. The graph can thus be utilized
for schedulability analysis of strictly periodic fixed priority
scheduled systems with offsets.

Priority

Release time
Fig. 14. Consecutively preempting jobs.

5.3. Testability
The number of execution orderings is an objective
measure of system testability, and can thus be used as a
metric for comparing different designs, and schedules. It
would thus be possible to use this measure, for feedback,
or as a new optimization criterion in the heuristic search
used for generating static schedules with fewer execution
orderings, with the intention of making the system easier to
test. We could also use the EOG, as a means for judging
which tasks’ execution times should be altered in order to
minimize the number of execution orderings.
5.4. Complexity
The complexity of the EOG, i.e. the number of different
execution orderings, and the computational complexity of
the EOG algorithm (Section 3.3), is a function of the scheduled set of jobs, J, their preemption pattern, and their jitter.
From an O(n) number of operations for a system with no
jitter which yields only one scenario, to exponential
complexity in cases with large jitter and several preemption
points. In the latter case the number of scenarios is roughly
3 X⫺1 for X consecutively preempting jobs (as illustrated in
Fig. 14), given that each preemption gives rise to the worst
case situation of three possible transitions (see Section 3.2).
This complexity is not inherent to the EOG but rather a
reflection of the system it represents. In generating the EOG
we can be very pragmatic, if the number of execution order
scenarios exceeds, say a 100, we can terminate the search,
and use the derived scenarios as input for revising the
design. If the system has no preemption points, but large
jitter there will only be one scenario. If the system has
plenty of preemption points but no jitter, there will be
only one scenario. If the system has plenty of preemption
points, and jitter, but the magnitude of the jitter or the
distribution of the preemption points are such that they
will not give rise to different execution orderings there
would be just one scenario. Knowing this, we can be very
pragmatic in generating the EOG and try to tune the system
in such a way that the jitter is minimized. Alternatively,
release-times of tasks can be offset in such a way that
they eliminate forks in the EOG (as long as the schedule
or requirements allow).
5.5. Event triggered vs. time triggered
In this paper we do not handle sporadic tasks or inter-

rupts, we have, however, presented results on this topic
in Refs. [20,25]. The choice of not trying to model
interrupts interference, as high priority jobs are the
choice of not modeling jobs with arbitrary arrival
times. If we were interested in addressing the functional
side effects of the interrupts, we would have to model
each interrupt as a job. This would force us to consider
all possible release times (with a finer granularity than
provided by the real-time kernel clock tick) which
would result in an (in practice) infinite number of
execution orderings. This is exactly why we cannot
model interleaving failures, i.e. arbitrary memory
corruption failures due to e.g. non-reentrant code deterministically, since it would require us to model all
possible preemption points corresponding to each
machine code instruction. This could be viewed as a
critique against the EOG method but also as a critique
against the testability of event triggered systems
(systems where the release times of tasks are arbitrary).
The complexity and the testability of a system are thus
strictly dependent on the infrastructure and the assumed
failure semantics. That is, with our fault hypothesis the
number of execution orderings would approach infinity
if tasks with arbitrary arrival times were allowed. In
[22,25] we elaborate on this issue and present a technique using on-line recording and off-line replay of task
interleaving that deterministically can reproduce interleaving failures.

6. Conclusions
We have in this paper introduced a novel method for
deterministic testing of multitasking and DRTS. We have
specifically addressed task sets with recurring release
patterns, executing in a distributed system with a globally
synchronized time base, and where the scheduling on each
node is handled by a priority driven preemptive scheduler.
The results can be summed up to:
• We have provided a technique for finding all the possible
execution scenarios for a DRTS with preemption and
jitter.
• We have proposed a testing strategy for deterministic and
reproducible testing of DRTS.
• A benefit of the testing strategy is that it allows any
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testing technique for sequential software to be used to test
DRTS.
• Jitter increases the number of execution order scenarios,
and jitter reduction techniques should therefore be used
whenever possible to increase testability.
• The number of execution orderings is an objective
measure of the testability of DRTS, which can be used
as a new scheduling optimization criterion for generating
schedules that are easier to test, or simply make it possible to compare different designs with respect to testability.
• We can use the execution order analysis for calculating
the exact best-case and worst-case response-times for
jobs, as well as calculating response-time jitter of the
jobs. We could thus make use of the execution order
analysis for schedulability analysis of strictly periodic
fixed priority scheduled systems with offsets.
With respect to the results presented in this paper we suggest
the following extensions and pursuits in the future:
• Experimentally validate the usefulness of the presented
results. This pursuit will hopefully be facilitated by the
use of the real-time kernel Asterix [23] that has specifically been developed to give the necessary support for
monitoring, debugging and testing.
• Extend the execution ordering analysis to also encompass
critical regions, by for example assuming immediate
inheritance protocols for resource sharing. This analysis
would however necessitate assumptions about the duration of the critical regions (intervals), and assumptions
about the intervals of delay before entering the critical
regions. Knowing these parameters we believe it is
straightforward to extend the execution ordering
analysis.
• Complete coverage for the distributed system would
naively be all combinations of all local execution order
scenarios (as introduced in Section 3.4). Depending on
the design, many of the combinations would however be
infeasible due to data dependencies, with the consequence that a certain scenario on one node always
gives a specific scenario on another node. Reductions
that take these factors into account should be further
investigated. One possibility to reduce the required
coverage could be to perform parallel composition of
the individual EOGs, using standard techniques for
composing timed transition systems [19], this would
probably reduce the pessimism introduced in the GEX
data dependency transformation.
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